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Curved Line Living Announces Expansion of Consulting Firm to Los Angeles from New York
Curved Line Living is pleased to announce that they have expanded their private consulting and seminar
business to Los Angeles from New York and will be accepting new clients effective immediately in their Santa
Monica office. Corporate clients and seminars will be accommodated on location as requested. “We are firm
believers in the philosophy that life is not a straight line and the realization that there are multiple choices and
paths that we can choose from. Most importantly, some of the most rewarding are those that require the most
nerve and willingness to veer purposefully off course. Using our proprietary “Strategies for Success” and tenets
of self-initiative and personal entrepreneurship, we demonstrate through our vast corporate and entrepreneurial
experience how one can achieve more success in business, career selection and personal life than imagined
possible,” says Co-Founder Christel MacLean.
Established in 2014, Co-Founder Colin MacLean adds: “We have long been pulled to Los Angeles with a desire
to put down roots for Curved Line Living. Christel and I were both born on the west coast and feel that our
message and corporate philosophy resonates perfectly with the focus on personal empowerment and desire to
work towards fearless living prevalent in Los Angeles. When an opportunity with another of our businesses
presented itself in Los Angeles, that allowed for us to make a move and we jumped on it.”
Services offered in private, corporate or seminar formats include: Principles of Curved Line Living; Fearless
Entrepreneurship; Career Advisory Mastermind; Vision Day: Reinvention Bootcamp; Entrepreneurship
Coaching; and more. For information, rates and appointments contact Christel MacLean at 212.729.8055 or
seminars@curvedlineliving.com. As part of their introductory “Here in LA,” promotion, Curved Line Living
is offering 10% off any 10 hour private coaching package. Just mention the promo which is good until
December 31, 2017.
About Curved Line Living Seminars Founders
Award winning serial entrepreneurs, consultants and public speakers Christel Albritton MacLean and
Colin Scott MacLean have lived an entrepreneurial lifestyle since they arrived in Saratoga Springs, NY from
NYC after over 10 successful years working for top Wall Street firms in investment banking and Broadway and
Off Broadway theatrical production. They are excited to have recently established offices in Los Angeles.
Armed with a Williams College Bachelor of Arts degree, a Wharton MBA and years of practical experience in
the trenches, these professionals are uniquely positioned to share their stories and more importantly provide a
“how to” (and how not to!) on the nuances of general business, entrepreneurship, career advisory services and
applying their unique principles of Curved Line Living to business and life in general. Frequent guest speakers
at corporations, corporate retreats, networking events, media panel discussions, colleges/universities and trade
associations, they are a wealth of valuable information focusing on strategies for success in corporate,
entrepreneurial, educational and hospitality fields.

